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Term rewriting is a simple Turing complete computational model, which underlies au-
tomated theorem proving (e.g. E, Vampire, Waldmeister) and declarative programming
languages (CafeOBJ, Haskell, OCaml). Confluence is a fundamental property that ensures
uniqueness of computational results, which plays a crucial role in applications. While in
programming languages confluence guarantees well-definedness of functions, in theorem
proving confluence is used for equational reasoning.

Rewriting and Confluecne. In this thesis we investigate automated confluence analysis
for term rewriting. A term rewrite system (TRS) is a directed equational system on
terms, computes a term to an another term. Not infrequently computation paths are
different, the computational results are same. Here a natural question arises: Does such a
uniqueness hold for any computation that starts from a term? Confluence addresses the
issue.

Automated Confluence Proving. Research of confluence has a long history, and many
powerful confluence criteria have been proposed [5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Especially a sig-
nificant amount of research exists for the class of left-linear TRSs, which model much of
functional programs. Left-linearity means that for every rewrite rules each variable in the
left-hand side occurs exactly once. In 2009 the first automatic confluence tool ACP [3]
appeared. This triggered a renewed interest in renovating confluence criteria in the aspect
of computability and efficiency [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 14], and development of confluence tools
(CSI [14] and Saigawa).

We are concerned with associativity and/or commutativity rules and the commutation
property (see Figure 1) of rewrite systems.

Approach. In this thesis we propose a confluence analysis for left-linear TRSs via com-
mutation. Commutation is a generalization of the confluence property (see Figure 1). The
celebrated Commutation Theorem of Hindley [5] enables us to decompose the confluence
problem of a complex TRS into a group of commutation problems of its subsystems. As
direct methods for commutation, we employ confluence criteria including rule labeling [1]
and the Church-Rosser modulo theorem [8], recasting them in commutation criteria. In
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Figure 1: Confluence (left) and commutation (right)

order to derive the power of the Church-Rosser modulo theorem we have to perform equa-
tional unification, automation of which is one of the highlights of this thesis. In addition
to those core contributions, we introduce several techniques useful for improving power
and efficiency of confluence analysis. We remark that left-linearity of TRSs is an essential
property of commutation, in fact many commutation criteria require left-linearity.

Contributions. Here we list the main contributions of the thesis:

• a confluence proof by Church-Rosser modulo associativity and/or commutativity
theories (Chapter 3),

• a commutation-based confluence analysis (Chapter 4),

• composability decomposition (Chapter 4),

• redundant rule elimination (Chapter 5),

• signature extension for commutation (Chapter 6), and

• the powerful confluence tool CoLL:

http://www.jaist.ac.jp/project/saigawa/coll/
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